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The persistent fonrard asymmetry in the decay of the peripherally 

l 
generated neutral p suggests that the I = 0, J = 0 ~~ phase shift 

is near an odd multiple of ~/2 at energies close to the p mass 

( 770 l-1eV). On the other hand, most experiments have shown no peaks 

other than the p (I = 1, J = l) and the f (I = 0, J =! 2) in the ~~ 

2 cross section, so (if this absence of peaks is confirmed) it may be 

concluded that the I = O, J = 0 phase shift varies slovrly through an 
3 

int~rval ~ ~/2 in going from threshold to the region of the p • 

It is difficult to construct a dynamical model that vrould lead to an 

increasing phase shift (Hith increasing energy) of this character--

although such behavior might at first sight be associated vrith an 

extremely broad resonance. The trouble.is that the responsible pole 

of the S matrix '\·rould have to be so far from the physical region (to 

avoid producing a peak) that there Hould remain no reason for it to 

dominate the amplitude and generate a large phase shift. On the other 

hand, tnere is no difficulty in achieving a decreasing phase shift that 

changes by a large total increment vrithout producing peaks. In fact, 

peaks never result from decreasing phase shifts, as 1ms pointed out 

4 long ago by l·iigner. This letter explores various aspects of the 

possibility that the I = 0, J = 0 ~~ phase shift is a decreasing 
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func.tion of energ.y ~· The· est::.:.blis!m:er~t of such behavior ivould be a vi tal 

development in the p'hysics of st:::·cnc; interactions. There vrould then 

e:dst persuasive evidence for the "chest states" that play such a 

curious und controversial role in ReGge-pole theory. 

Asstunlng that t;he fonrurd and back1·rard angular peaks observed 

in all reactions at very high energies are dor.1inated by Regge poles 1 5 

one is· led to the· conclusion that the 11 tOp-rankinc;11 trajectories have 

the q_uantur.1 nurr.bersof the vacuum. This conclusion is reinforced by 

bootstrap dyna":1ics, in i·thich the strone;cst attractive forces appear for 

6 the ve.cuu.'il q_ue..ntu:'!'l nur::.':)ers, but the puzzlinc; feature emerges that the. 

J :::; 0 intersectiorrs of the t'w leading trajectories in this class seem 

likely to occur at negative values of energy sq_uarcd. Tb.at is, the 

Pomeranchuk (P) trajectory is already crossing J = 1 at zero enert;Y, 

··. vrhile the Por.:eranchuk primed (P') . trajectory hefe is in the neig.''lborhood ·) 
7 

of J = 0~7. Unless these trajectories approach limits greater than .. 

zero as the squared enerfSY app:.~oaches minus infinity, they must therefore 

cut J = 0 in an unphysical ener3Y region. 

Certain dyn~":1ical models do indeed lead to trajecto~J as~nptotes 

above zero,
8

but the observec.i. behavior of pp ·elastic scatte:::-ing at 

· large r.1omentum ·transfers9 makes the existence of such li."lli ts seem 

unnatural. In any event} let us proceed here on the assumption that 

at least the P' t:::-ajectory crosses J = 0 at s, finite negative value 

of e:J.er& ss.ua:tcd'. Assun:ing· a rous;hly linear trajecto~J behavior and 

associating. the J = 0 intersection of :the P' idth the f'(l500HeV) 

2 
pa~·ticle leads. to an cstirr.ute of the sq_ua.re of the "ghost IT'.ass" as 

',•. 
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2 . 
-1.2 GeV • 'Vlere we instead to make the association ~or{th the f( 1250 HeV) 

particle, the estimate would be -0.8 GeV2, not significantly different 

for the purposes at hand. He leave open the question of ivhere (if at 

all) the P trajectory cu~s J = 0; a single ghost is sufficient for 

the argument here. 

Let us nm·r recall Handelsta111' s generalization of the Levinsol>..n 

theorem, vrhich equates the number of bound states to the negative change 

(in unites of rc) beti·reen threshold and infinity in the sum of the 

eigenphase shifts. 10 In other l·rords, bound states tend to produce 
I 

decreasing phase shifts. Since there is an infinite number of eigen-

pl:a.se shifts, hmrever, one must ma..'ke a supplementar.r assumption. in order 

to achieve u'seful conclusions. He believe that the follmring assumption, 

b · bo+h • 1 d · 11 · · bl asea v on moue s an on experlence, lS reasona _e: If the bound 

state closest to the lm.rest threshold is substantially coupled to the 

lovest channel: then the first eigenphase shift is likely to decrease 

by an appreciable fraction of rc 1-rhen the energy is increased above 

threshold .bY an amount comparable to the binding energy--provided that 

no resonances occur in this interval. This is no more, really: than 

the familiar ~ssertion that the pole nearest to a·particular region 

tends to dominate that region. Thus: if the P' ghost ~orere a true 

bound state: it Hould be quite natural to have the leading I = 0, J 0 

eigenphase shift decrease by a large amount in going from the 1(1! 

threshold t~ an energy squared r:. 
2 ~ 0.6 GeV2 

p Since only the 

channel is appreciably open in this interval, there is no practical 

distinction o~tveen the phase shift and the leading eigenphase 

shift. 
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It is nec~s~ary) of course) to remember that in fact there is 

no pole at the ghost mass, and in this connection one must exa,'i'line both 

how the Levinsohn theorem is proved and what, precisely, is meant by a 

ghost. To begin, one must realize that Gell-Ivlann' s con,jecture12 --

explaining the absence of J = 0 particles on the Pomeranchuk trajectory 

through a dyna,-nical dominance of high-spin channels unable to possess 

zero total ans~lar momentQm--does not correspond to the existence of 

ghosts in the sense employed here. The Gell-Hann phenomenon occurs 

already in nonrelativistic potential scattering of spinn~ng particles 

and is unrelated to the peculiarly relativistic requirements of crossing. 

It i..rould lead to "ordinary" behavior for the .I = 0) J = 0 1rn: phase 

shift, corresponding to the absence in loi·r-spin chanJJ.els of forces 

sufficiently attractive to produce bound states. On the other hand, 

estimates of the forces in such channels show them to be more attractive 

than in the I = l) J = l 1rn: configuration vhere the p appears 

prominently. 6 Dynamically speaking, therefore, it uould be unsurprising 

to find one or more lOi·r-lying I == 0) J = 0 states that communicate· 

strongly 1-.ri th the 1rn: challi'lel. T'ne Regge tra,jectory argu.11ents (already 

explained) suggest that the binding is so poverful at .least one of·these 

states i-lill appear at negative energy-squared. 

Simple bootstrap models based on zero-spin challi'lels bear out the 

foregoing picture; Hhen the N/D approach is employed in an approximation 

that yields a p of correct n~ss, zeros are found at negative squared 

energy in the determinant of the I == 0, J = 0 D matrix. At the same 

time it must be afunitted that these models are defective in failing to 
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guarantee uni tari ty, in crossed reactions---a constraint that ivill not 

-tolerate·~ :pole inside the latter physical regions. Crossed unitarity, 
' ·. . ; . ',' . ' 

. . 

in other words, requires that if the determinant of the D matrix vanishes 

at n~gative energy squared then every element of the N matrix must vanish 

at this same. energy. Although such a requirement is not met by. existing 

.models, itmust prevail even if a large share of the net attraction 
. --.· : . 

occurs in zero-spin charmels like 1t1t • · (Note that in the Gell-Nann 

mechanism the_ determinant of the physical J = 0 D matrix does not 

vanish. It is only the determinant of the larger dimensional D matrix, 

including the high•s:pin channels for which J = 0 is physically impossible,· 

that vanishes fo.r Gell-Mann.) 

It can be proved for nonrelativistic potential scattering that 

· (for :physical J) elements of the N matrix are incapable of all vanishing 
13 

simultaneously at a zero of det D. No relativistic proof of such a 

theorem has appeared, hovrever; on the contrary, ,..,e have ar&rued that if 

det D actually .has a zero at negative energy squared, all elements of 

N ~·vanishiat the same point. Hopefully, when models are constructed 

which are . urti tary in both direct and crossed reactions, one •·rill 

discover the m~chanism to produce this apparent miracle. 14 

Having(~established what we mean by a ghost, let us proceed to 

the :t,evinsohn ~heorem. The most general proofs of the Levirtsohn theorem 
.· .. ·. 

employ the mat!-ix N/D decomposition of the partial-wave amplitude, 

assuming that'peither N nor D has po1es and associating bound 

-states with zeros on the :physical sheet of the determinant of the. D 
. ! ; ~ 

r -.matrix. · The t~eorem; on the other hand, makes no reference to zeros 

of N ; it relates the net decrease in the phase shifts directly t~ the 

\ 

.. 
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· · zeros' _of ., det D. . . Thus Regge ghosts are to be counted exactly like 

. physical bound states, in using the Levinsohn theorem.· 

· If the. I = 0, J. = 0 · :rcrt phase shif't turns out after all to be 

an incre~si~g function (as energy-increases) at low energies, the 

existence of Regge ··ghosts is not disproved. The explanation could be 
. . . . 

that there exists one or more low-energy :rc:rc resonances in addition 

to the ghosts. If, however; the :rc:rc phase shif't.decreases by a ·large 

amount, itwill be hard to f'ind a more natural explanation th8.n a ghost. 

(The forces, remember,·are strongly attractive.) 

We mention, in .closing, one argument beyon:d that of' our opening 
. . . . ' 

paragraph in f'avor of a decreasing I = 0, J = 0 phase shif't. The 

latter would mean a_negative threshold value of' the ·I= o, J 

amplitude and thus presumably a negative value at the energy 

. ;-slightly below threshold. At this latter point, crossing symmetry 

··.dictates that the I = 2 and I = 0 amplitudes have the same sign 
. . . .· 15 

(standing in the ratio 2:5h . and a negative sign f'or the I = 2, J = 0. 
i 
I . . 

amplitude.has !ong seemed likely. The theoretical reason is that the 
J· 

; 

I = 2 f'orces seem predominantly repulsive, while experimental support 

f'or a negative·:sign has been given by. the direction of' the asymmetry in 
~y. . . : · .. ~ : 

the decay of tJe charged p produced in peripheral collisions. 16 ' ' • ' 

'VTe are[:aware that a nU!nber of' indirectmethods have been used ~, 
... '~ .. 

in attempts to;Aeduce the :rc:rc I = 0 scattering length,. and that 'positive 

values fo~ ,thii pare.meter have been inferred more often ~han negative _17 :. 
' .f ' '; ~i(i 

:t-1ost such meth~c1s have tacitly· assumed an absence of ghosts, .hm;ever, 
·, ... 
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and would ha~e to be re~examined.if ghosts exist.18 We urge that 

experiniehters give the highest priority to this matter of sign in 
' ·' . . ' ' . 

·experiments such as K~. e + v + ~, 19 where an unambiguous conclusion 

is possible. A negative I= 0 .scattering length would constitute a 

discove.ry_of major import • 

. I am indeb_ted to Dr. David ·Atkinson for discussion of a number 

of the points considered here. 

,·. ~ 
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